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INTRO
the brief
Create a digital solution to keep “oranjefans” engaged between the recurring
live football matches of the National Dutch male football team over a long
period (a season).

the problem
It’s hard for the KNVB to keep the fans engaged between recurring live football
matches of the National Dutch male football team as they failed to qualify; the
bonddscoach quit his job and their overall popularity has been decreasing
rapidly due to poor performance.

the approach
As a group we adopted a top down method of research and conception that
involved looking at themes and factors from a broader perspective to going
deeper towards a more focused problem deﬁnition for a speciﬁc theme in
mind. This helped us gain insights and understand how each might inﬂuence
the other or ﬁnd patterns between factors.
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my contributions
Research, strategizing, concepting, wireframing, making design decisions and
interaction designer.

planning
Together we made a weekly planning to keep ourselves in check and make
sure we wouldn’t overestimate the time we had. Speciﬁc tasks were devided
based on on our learning goals.
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research methods
To gain quantitative research data we have conducted desk research in
different kind of topics we found relevant to the problem. For example we did
a comprehensive competitors analysis to get a clear view on what kind of
products concerning fan engagement are already out there. We analyzed
currently used online platforms to get a sense of the online activity that the
KNVB has and we explored the corporate identity of the KNVB and how the
KNVB presents itself.
Stakeholder interview
For some qualitative research we planned a meeting with Judith form the
KNVB on 21/11/2017 to talk about the KNVB and its values, which gave us a
clear understanding of the wishes of the KNVB and plenty of useful insights.
Research Documents
Furthermore, we used research documents about fan engagement in general
including some documents about the KNVB. The research documents were
obtained after a meeting with our client and stakeholder Harry van Vliet.
Research documents we used were ‘Future of the Sports Fan’, ‘The Rise of
Fan Engagement’ and ‘Segmentation Oranjefans’.
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BRAINSTORM
how we did it
After analyzing the main takeaways from our research under different themes
regarding fan experience: motivations, trends and factors inﬂuencing events.
We dived deeper while keeping the context of the Dutch National Football
Team – also known as Oranje – in mind. These were the steps we’ve taken:

step one
Understanding the main themes around the Dutch National Team: identity,
connecting with the Dutch People, history and emotions.

step two
Comparing those themes with the goals of our stakeholder the KNVB:
– Improving the image of the team and building a connection.
– More engagement and full stadiums.
– Increased community and unity.
We also tried to understand the socio-economic-cultural factors that might
affect the current situation of the team's performance and eventually leading
to the engagement of the fans.

step three
Comparative analysis of fan engagement in different countries. We tried to
understand why the fan engagement in countries like Brazil was so much
stronger compared to ours.
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step four
Comparative analysis of fan engagement for regional teams, because unlike
the national team the support and motivation of fans for regional clubs
is very strong due to a number of factors like:
– Higher frequency of matches.
– Strong identity and connection.
– Historical link between fans and teams.

takeaways
After citing all the factors behind different scenarios and systems we further
concluded what factors are relevant for creating a concept:
– We can’t control team-related factors like performance.
– We wan’t to work with the more dedicated fans.
– We have to keep the goals of the KNVB in mind.
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fans
segmentation
To enhance the fan-experience and engagement of the Dutch national team,
the KNVB has conducted a fundamental fan research, which resulted in a
segmentation of their fans. The KNVB deﬁned six types of fans: hup holland
hup-fans, ultimate football fans, for the children fans, at home fans, critical
lovers and the partygoers.
From the initial research the main takeaway was that we wanted to work with
more dedicated or super fans, because they tailer more towards both the
goals of the project and the goals of the KNVB. Dedicated fans are the ones
that want to build a community, the ones that ﬁll the stadiums and the ones
that want to build a connection with the team.
In conclusion this comes down to two fan segments: the critical lover and the
ultimate football fan.
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target
critical lover
The critical lover is male and older than average. 79% ismale and 21% is
female. Watches the Dutch national team but does not attend the parties.
Loves the sport, excitement around the game and pays for it. Watches for the
sport itself and the excitement. Likes to discuss and talk about the game and
would love to have inﬂuence.

ultimate football fan
The ultimate football fan is male and 34 or younger. 77% is male and 23% is
female. Football is their favorite sport and is an important role in their lives.
Supports and follows the Dutch national team very closely and shows he is a
fan through the OnsOranje platform. Watches for the sport itself and the
experience.
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eight fan motivations
To learn more about the critical lover and the ultimate football fan we dived
deeper into fan motivations and trends. Desk research shows eight man fan
motivations that differ in strengths depending on the sport or trend. Which we
further clustered those eight fan motivations. [11]
Entertainment
The enjoyment that comes from watching sports as a leisure activity.
Escape
The use of sports as a diversion from everyday stress or boredom.
Eustress
The highs (and lows) fans experience as teams are winning (and losing).
Aesthetic
The beauty of watching a highly skilled athlete perform.
Learning
The fan watching to learn from and be inspired by the participants.
Achievement
The feelings of vicarious achievement fans share when their team wins.
Connecting
The sense of belonging fans feel by being connected to a larger group.
Bonding
The use of sports to bond and spend quality time with family.
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The eight fan motivations can be further
clustered into 4 main areas of
motivation

SOCIAL

EXPERIENCE

ENJOYMENT

GAINS
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fan trends
Deskresearch deﬁnes a couple of trends for future sport fans that are relevant
for our project. [11]
Everybody’s Game
Fanbases will become more diverse and inclusive.
Post-Passive
Fans will become more active and inﬂuential.
The 24/7 Fan
Fans will enjoy sport anywhere and everywhere.
Augmented Viewing
Fan media will become personalised and immersive.
Extra Live
Fans will demand unique venue experiences.
Playing With Purpose
Sport will become the biggest platform for positive change.
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Having a clear view on fans and their
motivations, KNVB values, trends and
research results, we were able to set up
some solid concept requirements:

UNITY
ENJOYMENT
INFLUENCE
PERSONAL
GAINS
POSITIVITY
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CONCEPTING
themes
After ﬁnding keywords and requirements we wanted to work with, we moved
towards idea brainstorming and concepting. Three major themes emerged.

1. motivation
One, the fans acted as beacons of motivation for the players, especially in
times like this were the team failed to qualify for the world championship.

2. transparency
Second, where we conceptualised products and artifacts to increase
transparency between fans and players.

3. satire
Third, working towards a satirical approach to being or not wanting to be the
new bondscoach for the national team (as the last couple of bondscoaches
quit the job).
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Fans as
beacons of
motivation

connecting
user to the
players
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In the end we chose to iterate on the
satire theme of being the new bonds
coach, as it was a very relevant issue at
the time (with the team not having a
bondscoach anymore), we as a team
loved the idea and it was a perfect fit for
our concept requirements.
Sidenote: But after we presented the idea
to the KNVB stakeholders we mutually
agreed that satire can have the opposite
effect on the fans, because it would look
like not even the KNVB believed in their
own team. So we had to adjust and
iterate.
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INSPIRATION
kamergotchi
One of the biggest inspiration to us during our whole concepting and iteration
phase was the kamergotchi app from Zondag with Lubach. This game kept
creeping back into our conversations because of how brilliant, yet easy and
simple it was.
https://www.vpro.nl/zondag-met-lubach/specials/kamergotchi.html

INSPIRATION
fantasy league
A second inspiration to use was the fantasy premier league by EA, where you
can create your own fantasy football team with premier league players. We
couldn’t deny its immense popularity when even the KNVB employeees had
their own fantasy game going on.
https://fantasy.premierleague.com/

THE IDEA
be the bondscoach
Our goal for this project was to come with a concept that keeps fans engaged
with the Dutch National Football Team (Oranje) inbetween and during
recurring matches. After many concept sessions, we ﬁnally came up with a
concept called ‘Be the Bondscoach’.
In ‘Be the Bondscoach’ players and their poule of friends will have to play and
compete amongst eachother to become the best ‘Oranje’ coach of the country
by completing tasks. These gamiﬁed tasks refer to real-life tasks the oﬃcial
‘Oranje’ coach has to complete.
Examples of tasks the national coach has to take care off:
– Training of players.
– Strategy involving match setup.
– Responsibility for team-spirit.
– Selection of players and assistant-trainers.
– Keeping morale high for both players and fans.
– Attending press conferences and interviews.
– Representaition of authority.
Tasks will be completed in the form of mini-games. As players compete
virtually, they will be rewarded for high scores with real life products (ticket
discounts, merchandise, exclusive experiences etc.).
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you + your friends
Unite with your friends and beat the rest, together you are stronger than on
your own. If you win, everybody in your poule will receive the same beneﬁts.
Play the games, show your knowledge of the team and let it be known that
you are a worthy coach.
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concept <3 knvb
One of the main goals of the KNVB is to ﬁll their stadiums, that’s why it’s
important that this concept interlaces with real life events. Everything in the
app is related to actual matches, actual events and actual people. Players are
for example given the opportunity to gain bonus points by being present in the
stadium/be engaged during the matches.
Empty stadiums, is empty seats and less money.
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After feedback from the stakeholder we
had to change the name from be the
bondscoach to oranje coach, because the
concept should not imply replacing the
bondscoach.

JOURNEY
of the fan
We mapped out the journey of our target fan throughout the use of our
concept while keeping in mind the four main fan motivations.

This is Frank.

He comes across a KNVB advertisement
for a new app in which he can win tickets.
+ Gains
+ Enjoyment
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There are four games.
Playable before, during and after a match.
+ Enjoyment

He plays the ﬁrst game, which is unlocked
Before the match has started.
+ Gains
+ Enjoyment

A few days later, the second game unlocks.
+ Gains
+ Enjoyment
+ Inﬂuence
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There are four games.
Playable before, during and after a match.
+ Gains
+ Enjoyment
+ Inﬂuence

He plays the last game,
which is unlocked after the match.
+ Gains

Frank’s poule scored not enough
points to win any prizes.
– Gains
– Enjoyment
– Inﬂuence
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There are four games.
Playable before, during and after a match.
+ Social
+ Gains

Frank calls his friend, to create a poule together.
+ Social
+ Gains

Now they all watching the game together,
exciting to see their scores.
+ Gains
+ Enjoyment
+ Inﬂuence
+ Social
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Their poule made it to the ﬁrst place.
+ Gains
– Inﬂuence
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CRAFTING: SKETCHING

CRAFTING: FLOW
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For the interface design of the mobile
application we took inspiration from
other KNVB mobile applications:
- use of navigation
- use of colours
- use of images
- use of buttons
- use of content distribution
- Layout

DESIGN v1

after meeting with both stakeholders we
agreed that:
- the design should use orange as the
main colour as it refers to the national
team.
- the design should be more inviting and
exciting to use.
- the horizontal menu was a wrong
choice as not all menu elements have the
same value.
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DESIGN v2

besides the mobile app we also decided on
integrating the experience in the oranje
webplatform and during the breaks of
the matches on the big in-stadium
screens.
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Web

stadium

As part of our strategy we decided to
market the oranje coach app as
whitelabel, which means the knvb can
sell the concept of the app to other
sports.
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Reflection
design critique
At the beginning of our concept iteration, we as a group really wanted to stick
to the satire version of the Oranje Coach app. Because satire would give the
concept an original and fun twist. But we obviously couldn’t, as satire would
go against our own concept requirements.
I am – and also the stakeholders are – very happy with the end result, but I do
wonder how effective it will be compared to the already popular and succesful
fantasy football. Is there really need for another “fantasy football”-like app?
Will this concept have enough added value over already existing apps?
On the other hand I think it was a good choice to decide on marketing the
concept as whitelabel. As I believe the concept will grow stronger the more
sports and sportteams start using the application for their own purposes. The
more sports that integrate the app, the more recognisable the idea of Oranje
Coach is through the Netherlands.
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